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Inb"Wed reporter contemplates the lump.

Then hé describ;ed the steps in-
volved ini making-the first jump. It
begins something like this. After
suiting up, four or five jumpers board
a Cessna 182 or 185, along with a
jumpmaster. The plane reaches 3,000
feet in about ten minutes. At altitude,
the pilot directs the plane to the exit
point.and reduces power. The jump-
master signa 'is the first jumper to get
ready. From a knéel-ing position by
the open dèor, the jumper steps out
onto the plane's wheel (or a step
below, the door) and takes hold of
the strut attached. to. the wing.
Hanging from the strut, he mainrtain s
eye-contact* with the jumpmaster
until given theý signal to go. "And
don't forget to give him a big smile!"
*Lyal added.'

We practiced aircraft exits on the
ground in the remains of a dilap-
idated old plane - which, LyaI joked,
had just been f lown last week.

After mastering exits, Lyal expl-
ained the rest of the jump. At the
jumpmaster's signal, the jumper
releases the strut, throwing his body
into a spread-eagle arched position.
He counts "Arch-thousand, two-
thousand, three-thousand, four-
thousand, five-thousand, check-
thousand, check-canopy."

For the student's f irst few jumps
the main parachute is activated by
the jumpmaster. He does this by
releasing into the air a miniature
parachute called the pilot chute. The
pilot chute is attached to the top of
the main carmop Y, and when it
inflates, it pulls t he main parachute
out. With subsequent jumps the
student learns to deploy the pilot
chute himself.

At "check-thousand"the jutnper
checks behind him to see that the
parachute is deploying, and at "check-
canopy" he checks to see if the
parachute has opened properly.

The key word here is"f. a-
functions are rare but can1 occur. In
the event of a mfalfunction, a skydiver
deploys his reserve parachute., Our
instructor distinguished between
serious malfurictions anid the minor
problems that the jumper can correct
without deploying his reserve chute.
Use of the reserves is unnecessary
when the malfunction can be cor-
rected with a simpler procedure.
Yet, we were instructed that> if ever
in doubt, we must pull the reserve
ripcord immediately.

.nothing to fear but
feariseif

Skydlving is a safer sport than is
commonly believed. "Statistically,
you're in greater danger diriving to
the Drop Zone than you are making
your jump," says Elliot Loh, president
of the U of A Skydivers."When
accidents happen, its usually with
experienced skydivers who are
fooling around and doing things
they know they shouldn't do. l've
neyer heard of any accidents due to
sheer equipment failure."

The odds of both -parachutes
failing are astronomical. Although
main parachutes can be packed in
under ten minutes, reserve parach-
utes take hours to pack by a profes-
sional rigger who is licensedto do
so. The réserves are repacked every

10days whether they have heen
used or not.

As a final measure, ail student gear
is equipped with an automatic act-
ivation device. It is activated when
the skydiver is falling faster than a
certain speed at a predetermined
altitude.

Accidents have decreased signif-.
icantly since the introduction of Ram
Air (square) parachutes in 1980.

As the airpiane climbed' higher
and higher and 1 watched the
ground fallng fast below-me> I
couldn't help but wonder, "Why
amn I doing thisî"

"Ready?" asked the jumprmaster.
C"Read y,'> I squeaked.
The jumpmaster opened the

door. A blast of wind assaulted the,
plane's tiny cabin. It was time for me
to lump.

Skydiving is something I've always
had a fascination for. Yet, it wasn't
until 1 met someone who jumps out
of planes on a regular basis, that 1
began to consider taking the plunge
mnyself. His enthusismn for the sport
finally convinced me. 1 joined up.

1The next step was training. A
student's f irst j'ump is preceded by
five to seven hours of instruction.
Gone are the days when people
would train for weeks, perfecting
landing roils and jumping off towers.
Nowadays> the training and the first
jump usually takes place in the same
day.

>So, one Saturday morning, seven
other first-jump students and 1 vent-
ured out to the Drop Zone at
Barrhead to commence our training.
1Our instructor Lyal, began by

stiowing us the type of parachute we
would use and explainîng how it
worked. Sa far, so good.
Tueuday,oclo« 2%, 19%

Hee-hee, you'ue kidding - right?
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